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Abstract

This research investigates the effects of implementing the Integrated Pi oduct

Development (IPD) philosophy in a major acquisition program. specifically an F-22

Advanced Tactical Fighter Prime Contractor's IPD implementation.

The population of the study consists of employees of the prime contractor working

directly with IPTs on the F-22 program. A survey with closed-ended que,,tions and open

ended statements was used to collect the data. The survey was pretested kI F-22 SPO

personnel to increase survey reliability.

Survey results indicate that this prime contractor is having difficulty implementing

IPTs. The IPT structure in this company does not seem to have improved the ability of

company personnel to contribute to the success of the F-22 program.

Research indicates that the company should firmly establish its commitment to

product teams and clearly define the roles of functional area managers and IPT.s. Team

leaders could better communicate with team members about ,ritical issues and deci.sions.

Improved training could alleviate many of the company's problems implementing IPTs.

Finally, communication should improve. IPTs can be mo,.t effective when cornunication

is frequent and effective.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF INTEGRATED PRODI 'CT DEVELOPMENT:

A CASE STUDY OF AN F-22 PRIME CONTRACTOR

1. Introduction

General Issue

The new Department of Defense "5000 Series" documents prov ide the basic

guidelines and policies to be used in the management of defense acquisition programs

(7:4). The manner in which these guideline. and polities ae implemented at the ploglanl

level is varied and in a state of change. The declining defe.,e b'dget and ilnrea.sed

scrutiny of recent defense acquisition progran,, MuL11 'a,, th .\- 12. B-2. and C- 17 has

forced the Department of Defense tu change the way it has traditionally developed and

acquired new weapon systems.

One.of the biggest changes that has taken place has been the implementation of

Integrated Weapon System Management (IWSM). Part of tliis management philooph,

that takes place during weapon system development and procurement. is Integrated

Product Development (IPD), which transforms the traditional organizational management

structure into Integrated Product Teams (IPT) (4:18). Al IPT is a group of people.

brought together to perform a specific task or group of tasks, and comprised of all those

with the expertise necessary to complete the task or tasks in the most expeditious and

effective manner. IPTs are one of the means by which the Air Force intends to reduce

cost, achieve technological improvements, an( improve the quality of its weapon systems.

This research examines the implementation of IPTs at an F-22 prime contractor in

order to determine if this contractor has implemented its IPTs in the most effective

manner. Based upon the results of this research, recommendations are made to improve

this contractor's [PT implementation

After reviewing three theses (13; 16; 20) that studied IPTs, the researcher decided

to focus on the F-22 System Program Office. This is the office responsible for the overall



management of the F-22 Advanced Tactical Fighter program, including development,

acquisition, sustainment, and disposal. The F-22 programn was chosen for several reasons.

First, it was the first major weapon system ,crquisition in the Air Force to implement the

IPT concept. Secondly. it has seeral of the biggest defense contractors in the L'nited

States on the program. Finally, it has the most experience (within the Air Force) ill

implementing and operating within the IPD concept.

The review of the previously mentioned three theses also helped further reduce the

scope of this research. Two of the three theses directly studied the F-22 SPO

implementation of IPTs. One thesis sIgested that the F-22 contractors .should be

researched to pro, ide inii Into hw,. ik,: me implementing IPD and to analyze the

effects -n the program due to this new management philosophy (20:5-6). The other thesis

expressed concern because a significant number of F-22 SPO personnel perceived that the

contractors were not totally committed to operating in a team structure (13:59). These

theses led the researcher to select a prime contractor as the focus of this study.

Purpose

This research provides a case study of a prime contractor who gave approval to

perform research under the condition that the ompany's name be.withheld and ama!yzes

the effets of PT.s on the contractor and the program. In addition, this study inxcestigates

the contractor's implementation methods within the F-22 acquisition program and provide.,

the Air Force with lessons learned for use in future acquisition programs. The research

identifies positive and negative effects and recommends possible changes in IPT

implementation to maximize its benefits.

The research objectives of this study are to: ( I ) determine how the prime

contractor has implemented IPTs as compared to the F-22 IPT guidelines for

implementation- (2) identify aspects of the prime contractor IPT structure that have



positive and/or negative effects on personnel and the program; (3) analyze the positive and

negative effects of prime contractor [PT implementation and identify possible corrective

actions to help the contractor and F-22 program operate in the most effective

organizational structure.

Methodology

Based on previous research, it is reasonable to believe that the F-22 SPO has

achieved a relatively smooth transition to the IPT 4.oncept and has o, ercome most of tile

transition problems. Because of this belief, the F-22 IPD Implementation Guide was

selected as the standard against which the prime contractor would be evaluated. The IPD

Implementation Guide contains ten irvestigative questions designed to determine ho,%

[PTs were implemented and what improvemenas mo the IPT structure can be made. These

questions are:

1. How is the contractor physically structured, before and after implementing

IPTs?

2. How does the structure compare to the F-22 SPO structure'!

3. How critical is it that the contractor's IPT structure be the same as the S PO?

4. What kind of transitional problems were encountered and how were they

overcome?

5. What kind of communication tecl',niques are used within the contractor and

between the contractor and the SPO'?

6. What kind of integrated management tools are used and are they more effective

than management tools used on past programs?

7. If there are improvements in the management of the program, are they due to

new advanced technology, IPTs. or both'!

8. What kind of IPT training was given to employees?



9. Has the decision making process changed and empowered IPT, at the lowest

level to make decisions?

10. What does the contractor recommend currently and for future programs in

order to implement IPTs in the most productive structure?

From these questions, the researcher developed a questionnaire with twelve

closed-ended statements and four open-ended questions. These statement,, and questions

were designed to specifically determine how IPTs had been implemented at the pm ine

contractor and what team members felt could be done to improve the current IP.T

structures.

This survey was then pretested with F-22 SPO personnel and the results of the

survey along with personal interviews were used to improve the survey. Impiovements

were made to ensure clarity of the statements and questions and to ensure that the intent

of the statements and questions was easily understood. The survey was again pretested

with F-22 SPO personnel and detei.nined ready for distribution to the study subjects.

Based upon the previous research and the concerns of the prime contractor, it was

anticipated that: (I) the prime contractor has not implemented the IPT concept in the most

efficient manner; (2) there are key areas of program management at the prime Lontractot

that are being negatively impacted by the current IPT strutture: and (3) orrettive ,LtionS

can be recommended that will benefit the prime contractor and the F-22 program if

implemented.

Limitations

There are three limitations. The first limitation is that this research does not

attempt to define what each organization's IPT struc, ture should be sinte eac, h progi am'.,

implementation is different, based on its size, existing structure, and resources. The

second is that this study will perform an analysis to determine what IPT implementation

4



techniques work and do not work for this prime tontractor only. The final limitation is the

ac.quisition phase studied will imlude Engineering. Manufacturing. & Development on the

F-22 program only. This is a critical phase in the acquisition process which created

significant time constraints on contractor personnel.

Thesis Overview

The remainder of this thesis provides a summary of related research on product

team background and measurement (Chapter II). It will also include details of the

research design methodology and survey instrument (Chapter 111). In addition, there will

be an analysis of the F-22 prime contractor IPT member responses to the survey (Chapter

IV). Finally, this thesis will arrive at conclusions and recommendations both for the F-22

prime contractor and for use in future research and acquisition applications (Chapter V).



1I. Literature Review

Introduction

This chaptei %ill present the basic concepts of [PD and IPTs. It is important to

understand these concepts to determine how the prime contractor has implemented its

[PTs. Problems with prime contractor IPT implementation directly affect the performance

of the F-22 SPO and the quality and timeliness with which the acquisition of the F-22

aircraft can be accomplished. Understanding these concepts will also assist the reader to

understand how the investigative questions were selected and provide insight into why the

survey statements and questions were designed as they were. To that end, this chapter

provides background on the IPD philosophy and how the DOD has transformed its

acquisition process to accommodate the new management style. The literature reviewN

also documents the evolution of IPD to include concurrent engineering, the Air Force and

prime contractor implementation of I[PD, and IPT characteristics.

IPD Background

Integrated Product Development is a philosophy. It is not something that Lan be

touched or seen. It is a deliberate thought process and an attitude toward building a

product for a customer (I:v). IPD is defined as:

A philosophy that systematically employs a teaning ol" functional disciplines
to integrate and concurrently apply all necessary processes to produce an
effective and efficient product that satisfies the customer's needs (6:v).

Unlike traditional, vertical management structures that segregate functional

responsibilities, the major tenet of [PD is to integrate all of the functional expertise into

Integrated Product Teams, that are multi-functional and formed for the specific )urPose of

delivering a total product that will satisfy the customer (4:18). These team.s also normally
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include multi-functional subsystem produt development teams with manufacturing.

logistics, testing, and support personnel consistent with the IPD philosophy (3:29).

Although the IPT is not the end goal of IPD, it is the major tool used to integrate

and develop a product through teamwork. IPT,, can be implemented at all levels of an

organization, from the top level of an organizational struture to an informal "Tiger Team"

establi,,hed to solve a s,ecific problem. In the IPT environment, team members will

interat and fous on the product's overall system performance i ather than on indi\, idual

subsystem performance (5:18-19).

The concept of teamwork is intended to develop a set of skills in the members.

Some of tlhese learned skills are listening and responding in a constructive way.

supporting other team members, recognizing their interests and achievements, and makingz

decisions based on consensus. The relationship develops because "consensus solutions"

eliminate the confusion over the team's purpose and eliminate the need to use the L.hain-of-

command to resolve conflicts or make decisions (5:18).

Evolution of [PD

Not a new idea. IPD actually got its start in the Japanese automobile industry

following World War II. In the beginning, the Japanese developed IPD to emphasize

building a 11o1e efficient pIUduct by impiuvimig the piuduct developineit pl)uess. Foi

example, manufacturing people were brought into the development process early so they

could eliminate many of the re-engineering task., iaused by unproduteable automobile

designs. This lowered cost.s significantly and improved the speed with which the Japanese

could bring productts to market. By improving the processes. the idea was that quality and

productivity would improve as well. This was done by integiating the p~ersonnel. using

systems engineering, planning for manufacturing in the design, and enouraging open

communitations. This integrated de.,,ign proess. sought out by U.S. industry in the ealy

7



1980s to improve competitiveness in the market, is known as Concurrent Engineering

(21:2-3). Concurrent engineering is defined as:

a systematic approach to the integrated concurrent design of products
and their related processes. including manufacture and ,aupport. This
approach is intended to cause developer,. from the onset, to con,idei
all elements of the product life cycle from conception through disposal.
including quality, cost, schedule. and user requirerments (14:v).

Concurrent engineering is the basic building block from which IPD evolved. The Air

F -. ce expanded the concepts of concurrent engineering to include all disciplines and

furctional elements that are essential to a successful program, not just the engineering

aspects.

Air Force lmInementation of IPD

In 1986, the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition (USD(A)) recognized the

need for change in the processes used in defense acquisition. The USD(A) requested that

the Institute for Defense Analysis investigate concurrent engineering concepts that were

applicable to DOD procurement programs. The IDA report (14:v) recommended that

concurrent engineering pract>,es be applied to DOD acquisition processes. with an

emphasis on multi-disciplined teams being implemented fom product development. This

recommendation created a need to rewrite DOD aqui.Sition policy guidelines to

emphasize a management philosophy that was focused on meeting the customer's need.-,

(21:2-3).

The Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) recognized the benefits of

implementing this new philosophy and General Yates, AFMC ommander, published a

white paper (2) endorsing the IPD cotncept and directing that it he implemented fully by

October 1993. On of the first programs to implement IPD was the F-22. The F-22

Program Manager at that time was Colonel Fain. Colonel Fain was given a directive by

X



the Pentagon to "bring a standard of excellence to military procurement." No other

instructions were given other that "just do it" (7:50-51). He then implemented the first

version of IPD in a major veapon system acquisition program throughout the SPO and

contractor teams.

IPT Characteristics

The purpose of an IPT is to bring together all the essential functions necessary to

make quick and effective decisions that affect the overall product. There is no ideal

structure that will fit each organization, but understanding the key characteristics of an

IPT will help in structuring an organization to reap the most benefits. The key

characteristics of an IPT are (5:18-20):

- Team is set up to produce a specific product or service:
- Multi-disciplinary - all team members/functions working together toward,, a
common goal;

- Members have mutual, as well as individual accountability;
- Integrated, concurrent decision making:
- Empowered, within specific product or service goals, to make decisions; and
- Planned integration among teams towards system goal.

The key to the total structure is the horizontal and vertical integration of the plroducts and

processes and among the IPTs.

In some cases, IPTs are formed for a temporary effort. An examlple of this would

be to develop a briefing or improve a current proces., such as improving the time required

to dispense drugs to customers at a pharmacy. IPTs normally consist of only a few people

working closely together until the project is finished. This type of team is called a Tiger

Team or Process Action Team. They are formed for a specific task and specific time Span.

When the task is completed, they are disbanded (5:19).

IPTs of a more formal nature could be Program Offices, Product Group Managers.

and Materiel Group Managers. These organizational IPTs are normally comprised of

9



several [PTs addressing several different .omponents that .omprise the total product. IlII

this hierarchical IPT structure, tile system is the top-level item to be produced foi the

customer. One example of teamwork being used to develop a product is the Neon

Automobile. Under this top-level group. the system i, divided into ',,aiOuS funtioM IPT,,

that, when integrated, form a total system. Examples of this would be IPTs responsible

for the transmission, chassis, etc. The demographics of each team at each level should

involve all those who are affected by the product or process the team is working on such

as manufacturing, engineering, logistics, testing, and support personnel. Each IPT has

specific responsibilities for their product/process that must be coordinated with the other

teams in that organization.

The risk associated with a product, such as high cost, technological complexity, or

compressed delivery schedule, will determine how many levels of IPTs are required. The

higher the risk, the more levels of IPTs are usually required to assure success. Every IPT

has a customer and is responsible for delivering a product to that customer. For lower

level IPTs, that customer is the next higher level of IPT in their chain-of-command (See

Figure 2). The amount of success achieved under this Structure is dependent upon the

horizontal and vertical integration of the products/processes between iPTs (5:19).

The focus of the IPT is to optimize the product while remaining within the team's

defined responsibilities. This is achieved by fully involving those functional skills

necessary and using those inputs in an integrated decision-making process. Effective

teams are the backbone of a high quality organization (4:20).

Roles and Responsibilities

Team member selection is critical and should be based on the characteristiLs of the

produut cost, performance goals, and risk. A team may vary in size or composition

devending on what phase of the life cycle tile product is in at the time. It is also important

M1



that the team be made up of individuals at the right functional level. For example.

leadership probably would not ask a team working on a specifit product such as a startei

for an automobile to establish broad program policy. Instead. this type of team 'A ould

likely consist of managerial personnel (5:22).

There are two types of team members: core and part-time members. Core

members participate on a full-time basis, while part-time members are called upon only

when needed. Core members are selec-ted based on production risks .such as pl OdutLt Lost.

technologictal omplexity, or compres,,sed delivery sthedule, as well as by the amount of

work required of them. Part-time members are selected based mainly on personnel

a,ailability and/or small workload. The team leader determines team iompoition based

on the areas which present the most risk to the success of the team (5:22).

Ideally, team members should be co-lo ;ated geographically to enhance

communication. This is not always possible because a member may be on more than one

team or may be geographically separated (5:22). Using team members on more than one

team should be avoided if at all possible. It has been shown that companies that inno, ate

most successfully limit their team members to one major effort at a time (19: 108).

Successful IPTs have team leaders. Team leaders keep their teams focused.

Qualities effective team leaders share include the following:

1) The team leader must be a team player with good leadership attributes and

ability to guide the team's operation.

2) The team leader must have good communication skills.

3) The team leader should have a broad knowledge base and be familiar with the

various functional aspects that affect the performance of the team produtct.

The team leader may or may not supervise members of his or her team. If the team

leader is the supervisor, he or she will perform the normal supervisory duties (e.g.

performance appraisals, work assignment, etc.) (3:23). If the team leader is not the

II



supervisor of the indiduals on the team. he or sne must provioe inpULS to the funcuonai

staff leader for training and a5praisal evaluations.

Traditional SPO Structure

The traditional SPO organizations are functional organizational structures or

"vertical chart" organizations headed by the Program Manager, who is responsible for all

decisions madein the l5rogram (6:v). As can be seen in Figure 1, he or she is normally

supported by eight different functional directorates with separate responsibilities.

oDrury' rot "XYZI

PROGRAM MANAGER

SYSTEMS CONMPI71) PROGRAM MANAGEMENI
ENGINHUIN r MANAGEMENT CONTROL SUPFOT

IMANUFACT11URIING TEST:"M L NI$ELA

C0IiACTIN " MANAGEMENT -"•EVALUATION SUPO

Figure 1. Traditional SPO Organization

Each directorate Is responsible for its particular activity only and for advising the Program

ManagLr on its functional area of expertise. For example, whereas Systems Engineering is

responsible for the technical direction of the program. the Contracting Directorate is

responsible only for the acquisition activities of the program. The only place that the

directorates interface is at the PM 'level, which limits the ability of the individual members

in each direcorate to effectively interfaice and work oui problems.

This tradmonal structure presents ample opportunity for isolating functonal

directoi ate and narrowing responsibilities hen urucial decisions aie bein-g made during

12



the different phases of an acquisition program. The effect of this natural barrier, inherent

in the traditional structure, is that it gives no incentive at the lower levels to resolve

problems with a product that resides outside the scope of the directorate. Problems that

cOUld have been resolved by having better communication and morte responibility heumie

problems at the PM level. An example would be the re-working of parts caused by

unproduceable designs that happen because the design engineers do not talk to the

manufacturing people during the design process. This increases the cost of the 1)roduct

and slows the ability of the parties involved to bring the product to market. This is the

philosophy that must change if any improvements are to be achieved in the quality and

cost of weapon system acquisition programs.

Current SPO Structure

IPD was formulated to change the traditional structure and eliminate the natural

barriers between the directorates in order to put responsibility for the total product at the

lowest levels of the organizational structure. In Figure 2, the IPT structure of the SPO

still retains the traditional functional directorates ( 15:v).

13
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. .. ...

..... .... ,...... ............,..,....T" .........
........... .. Cocikpi Sys I upr oe. M itTn......... ]PDT

Arrmuttent 1PD I-i ..... ......
IPDT F . Avionic L ...... ........

I . P.T.... .... JPDT

Figure 2. ATF SPO FSD Organizational Structure

The mailor change is the addition of various IPTs throughout the organization. The lPTs

shown at the lowest levels in the figure are actually broken down further into separate

IPTs for each particular function of the weapon system. For example. the Flight Systeims

IPT is comprised of the Electrical Power System IPT, Hydraulic System E:T, and Fuel

System IPT. The important feature of this structure is the line of comnmunication from the

IPTs to the PM that is separate from the directorates. This does not relieve the functional

directorates from their responsibilities. Their focus now becomes advising the PM and

making policy within their respective directorates as well as providing expert personnel to

various IPTs.

The IPT. uonsisi of by personnel from each of the dbectorate., with the engineer

for flr.specffiL IPT typically acting a. the team leader. Depending upon manpower

14



resources, personnel from the directorates may or may not be able to physically loLate

themselves within the lowest level IPT.s. In this case, they will locate thenseles \ ithin

the appropriate level IPT and then be responsible for all the subordinate IPTs within the

next lower level. For example, a cost analyst or contracting offif-e, may he a11i ncJ at the

Air Vehicle level (Figure 2) and still be responsible for performing the cost analyst ol

contracting duties at the Flight Systems level (15:v).

The IPT leader is responsible for the total product that he or she manme. This

person has the resources of all the diretorates a,ailable on his oi hei team and tL,,, theie

should be no communication gaps to cross in order to solve a problem. The IPT Icadei is.

in effect, a program manager for his or her portion of the tota! "ro iu:

The IPT structure is intended to increase the effectiveness of the traditional

structure by eliminating barriers to communication and decision making. Instead of

information flowing to the top of the decision-making tree without any sulution.s attached,

the lower level IPTs would make the decisions and recommendations that would then be

flowed upward for approval. This approach builds team ownership of a prodtuct and the

incentive at the lower levels to look at the performance of the product as a whole. With

this type of involvement early in an acquisition program, one can resolve and eliminate

typical problems that tend to plague a program in the latter phases of the atquiition cycle

(3:30).

F-22 Prime Contractor IPT Structure

The traditional contractor organizations are very similar to the Air Force SPO

organizations and follow the same structure shown in Figure 1. Figure 3 shows how all

the prime contractors are now organized in an IPT structure from Tie I to Tiei Ill ,imilai

to the F-22 SPO organizational structure ( I 2:v). The Tiers employed by these contractols

are hierarchical like those used in the F-22 SPO. Figure 4 shows a breakdown from the
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Tier I] IPTs to the Tier ID IPTs (12:v). Figure 5 shows how the prime contactor has

organized to accommodate IPTs (12:v). A comparison of Figure 2 and Figure 5 shows

tht difference in the way the F-22 SPO and the prime contractor have set up their IPT

structures.

F-22 PR1OGRAM VP AN4D
GENERAL MANAGEn

LOCKIEED PM j

FUNCTIONAL
GD PM DIRECTORS

TIR1F-22 PROGRAM HATF PROGRAM

TIE 1MANAGER MANAGER

AiR VEI ICLE TRINN SUPPORT SSTMTEST]7IER 2 T MANA7GER jC ftA j PRODUCT MANAGER PRODUCTMANA fOI nJ_ _ I * I
TIER 3 AAIPDT MANAGERS

Figure 3. IPD Organization Retains Clear Line of Responsibility and Authority

Air Force documentation states it is important to "match" government and

contractor IPTs (6:35). While this is being accomplished on paper. the actual

imptementanon does not acLomplish the necessary matching. Those individuakl ,Aio head

the product manaigement areas ale in Lhai Le of plograrn direction whereas the individual"

In charge of operating funcnon. Lontrol il the lesNour'Les and experutse. This means, that
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would create difficulties with communication and coordination between teams and

organizations because there would be no obviouuS tounteL[part. There were some who

disagreed that team structures should be the same (I 4%). One respondent stated that

team structure "needs to considei the diffetences in lo al mana.enlent or-anizational

structure." It would seem that this individual may not have abandoned the traditional

hierarchical management structure.

Statement 9.

MY IPT LEAD MAKES DECISIONS BASED ON TEAM DISCUSSIONS AND

CONSENSUS.

Mean Response: 4.29 (Closest to Neutral)

STATEMENT 9 ESD

8 -...... .... El D

SWA4- N+

La.) 2iD D z < .- -< A

Likert S cale NSA

This statement was designed to determine the IPT leader's decision making style.

The response to this statement was positive (6617) for the most part. The majority of the

respondent, telt that their IPT leader valued theii opinions when making deLiSion.s. It

appears that IPT.s generally have good c, ommuniation and teamwolk between the leadei

and members. However, there was significant disagreement on this statement (28% ). One
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Figure 5. Prime Contractor Organization

Summar'

This literature review provided the basic background behind the IPD philosophy

and how it has evolved from earl), concurrent engineering practices in civilian industry.

The review also reveals how the DOD. Air Force. and F-22 program implemented PD

and how it afficts the organizational structure of a program. Traditional and IPT

structured organizations were compared and the aspects of both styles of management

were detailed. The overall purpose of changing the DOD acquisition process was to build

a better product for the customer. The bask. vehiule for doing thi. was the development

of IPTs, with the purpose of integrating all the expertise within the organization needed to

Is



Understanding and implementing IPD correctly is very important for all of the

DOD and civilian t-ontractor acquisition communities. DOD and Ai Force leadership has

embraced IPD and directed full implementation. If we are to reap the benefits of this

philosophy, we must understand Why it %\ ork, and ho%% to apply it correctly.
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Ill. Methodology

Introduction

The methodology employed in th[i,, -hapter was developed to: (1) determine how

the prime contractor has implemented IPTs as compared to the F-22 [PT guidelines for

implementation; (2) identify aspects of the prime contractor IPT structure that have

positive and/or negative effects on personnel and the program; and (3) analyze the

positive and negative effects of prime contractor IPT implementation and identify possible

corrective actions to help the contractor and F-22 program operate in the most effective

organizational structure.

Previous research has shown that the F-22 SPO has overcome most of the

transitional problerns and has made the transition to the IPT concept. For this reason, the

F-22 [PD Implementation Guide as selected as the standard against which the prime

contractor would be evaluated. This guide contains ten questions designed to determine

how IPTs were implemented and what areas can be improved. These questions identify

key areas that are critical to creating a successful product. These investigative questions

are:

1. How is the contractor physically structured, before and after implementing

lPTs?

2. How does the structure compare to the F-22 SPO structure'?

3. How critical is it that the contractor's IPT structure be the same as the SPO?

4. What kind of transitional problems were encountered and how were they

overcome?

5. What kind of communication techniques are used within the contractor and

between the contractor and the SPO?
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6. What kind of integrated management tools are used and are they more effective

than management tools used on past programs?

7. If there are improvements in the management of the program, are they clue to

new advanced technology, IPTs. or both'?

8. What kind of IPT training was given to employees?

9. Has the decision making process changed and empowered IPTs at the lowest

level to make decisions?

10. What does the contractor recommend currently and for future programs in

order to implement IPTs in the most productive structure?

The survey was personally distributed by the researcher to sixty individual.,, at the

prime contractor so the researcher could complete the research data and validate the

research objectives. Of the 60, 29 participated for a response rate of approximately 50%.

Once the data was tabulated in raw form, the mean, median, and mode were calculated for

each question and a determination of the answer was made. A graphical presentation was

also made of the raw and analyzed data. The qualitative data was used to support and/or

explain the analyzed quantitative data and to give insight on the attitudes of the

respondents. The results of the survey will be used to provide possible corretive actions

to the prime contractor and enhance future DOD acquisition program.s, helping others to

avoid the mistakes and benefit from the successes of this F-22 prime contractor.

This research was performed based on three assumptions. These assumptions are:

(1) that the prime contractor has not implemented the [PT concept in the most efficient

manner; (2) that there are key areas of program management at the prime contractor that

are being negatively impacted by the current IPT structure; and (3) that corrective actions

can be recommended that will benefit the prime contractor and the F-22 program if

implemented.
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Research Instrument Design

From the ten investigative questions, the researcher developed a survey which

consists of twelve closed-ended statements and four open-ended questions. The

researcher designed this s',ur ey to determine ]I,, the pi ime ,ontrat.tor had implemented

IPTs and how team members feel the current IPT structure could be improved (See

Appendix A).

A questionnaire in the form of a Likert scale was used as a pretest with selected

F-22 SPO personnel. The test was adninistered by the researcher and scrutinized for

ambiguous questions to ensure that the questionnaire was .omplete. The persunnel Nere

also asked to provide additional suggestions on how to improve the questionnaire. The

questionnaire was then rewritten and administered to a proportional sample of personnel

at the prime contractors facility.

The survey raw data was categorized by statement number, number of responses,

and strength of response. The possible statement answers were: (1) strongly disagree: (2)

disagree; (3) somewhat disagree; (4) neutral; (5) somewhat agree; (6) agree; (7) strongly

agree.

Population

The population used in this study consisted of approximately 200 potential subjects

employed by the prime contractor who work directly with IPTs on the F-22 program. Of

these 200 employees. 60 were selected as the target sample for the study. The population

includes employees at different levels in the IPT management chain. There are typically

five levels/tiers on the F-22 program, with Level I/Tier I being the highest level and Level

V/Tier V being the lowest.
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Sampling Bias

Some bias may be expected because the sample was limited to a single Tier IIl IPT

and its subordinate rPT.,,. There was a significant disparity in the response rates of the

Tier Ill IPT ( 10%k) and the Tier IV IPTs (90%). This caused the responses to more

accurately reflect only one level (Tier IV) of the IPTs at this pi ime contractor, rather than

presenting a representative or proportional result. The low return rate of 50 pertcent (29

responses) does not present a true representation of overall contractor IPTs.

Sample Selection

The research sample is focused on one of the Prime Contractor's Tier III IPTs and

the ten Tier IV IPTs over which it has management control. The sample consists of 60

personnel currently working at two levels within the IPT .structure. The individuals were

selected based on their position in the IPTs and work experience to ensure a good cross-

section of experience. This included administrative, managerial, and functional personnel.

It also included a wide range of years on the job. For example, a person who has worked

for the company for twenty years could be resistant to change, but should also have more

expertise than someone with less time with the company. The researcher also ,ssuled

that a person in a higher tier should have more experience because it n1rmally takes time

and experience to rise in the corporate structure.

Reliability

The researcher performed careful documentation of statement development and

used several variations of the same statement to determine the consistency of responses.

The surveys were developed after interviews with F-22 SPO personnel. This helped

reduce flaws in the statements and questions and clarified the data being obtained. Pre-

testing of the questions by knowledgeable personnel fion the F-22 SPO also incieased the
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overall reliability of the instrument. The availability of knowledgeable personnel to

interview and survey was more than adequate gi\,en the reseaichel 'S time constlaints and

contractor's scheduling commitments. There was a large population from which to both

pre-test and collect target data. The researcher attained a 5(0 percent return rate. This

low return rate was attributed to time constraints for the researcher, limitations of the

prime contractor availability due to schedule commitments, and beLause some respondents

were fearful of repercussions.

Validity

Due to the large size of the study population, approximately 200 contractor

personnel, :he researcher took representative samples from the Tier III IPT and several

different Tier IV [PTs in the same ratio at each location. This allowed a variety of data

collection points and provided a broader base of data. However, the low response rate

(20 responses) does not allow the researcher to assume that the conclusions derived from

the research can be applied throughout the company. The validity of responses across

IPTs was satisfactory, encompassing managerial, administrative, and functional pei,,onnel.

The low response rate from the Tier ill IPT of 10 percent makes the data strongly favor

the Tier IV IPTs which had a 90 percent response rate.

Summary

This methodology was developed to: (1) determine how the prime contractor had

implemented its IPTs; (2) determine the positive and negative aspects of contractor IPT

implementation: and (3) allow the researcher to analyze the positive and negative effects

to identify possible corrective actions.
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The F-22 implementation guide was used as the standard against which to

measure. The survey was developed. distributed, collected, and analyzed by the

researcher. Sixty surveys were distributed and 29 surveys were returned.

The majority of .survey,, (9014) returned were accomllished by the Tier IV I PTs.

This made the validity of the research suspect as the researcher could not apply the

conclusions across the entire company.
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IV. Data Analysis

Introduction

The survey was administered to individuals at the prime contractor to: (I)

determine how the prime contractor has implemented [PTs as compared to the F-22 [PT

guidelines for implementation; (2) identify aspects of the prime contractor [PT structure

that have positive and/or negative effects on personnel and the program: and (3) analyze

the positive and negative effects of prime -ontrautor implementation and identify possible

corrective actions to hell) the contractor and F-22 program operate in the most effective

organizational structure. The survey was based on th- investigative questions identified in

the F-22 IPD Implementation Guide which are:

1. How is the contractor physically structured, before and after implementing

IPTs?

2. How does the structure compare to the F-22 SPO structure?

3. How critical is it that the contractor's [PT structure be the same as the SPO?

4. What kind of transitional problems were encountered and how were they

overcome?

5. What kind of communication techniques are used within the contractor and

between the contractor and the SPO?

6. What kind of integrated management tools are used and are they more effective

than management tools used on past programs?

7. If there are improvements in the management of the program, are they clue to

new advanced technology, IPTs, or both'?

X. What kind of [PT training was given to employees?

9. Has the decisions making process changed and empowered IPTs at the lowest

level to make decisions?
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10. What does the contractor recommend currently and for future programs in

order to implement [PTs in the most productive structure?

The survey consisted of a cover letter that explained the importance of the survey, an

attachment that explained the purpose of the survey and provided detailed in.,,truLtions On

how to complete the survey, and the survey statements/questions (See Appendix A). This

process gave the subjects some insight into the purpose of the survey dnd more inentive

to complete it.

Survey Data

The results of the survey, listed in Table I, are based on 29 responses. The survey

statements which correspond to the statement numbers in Table 1 are:

1. I received adequate training on how the IPT concept works.

2. Communications is better under the IPT structure.

3. The use of IPT structure has not empowered teams at the lowest level to make

decisions.

4. The IPT process is not working as well as it should.

5. The (contractor name removed for confidentiality) IPT structure is set tIp in the

best possible way.

6. Management of the F-22 program is better clue to IPTs.

7. Management of the F-22 program is better due to technological advances such

as the VTC, better computers, etc.

8. The structure of the [Ps should be the same at all of the F-22 companies.

9. My [PT lead makes decisions based on team discussion and consensus.

10. Because of IPTs, I have a better systems perspective than on past prograis.

1 1. I enjoy working on IPTs more than in previous organizational structures.

12. 1 do not believe that [PTs will lead to a better end product.
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The raw data are categorized in Table I by (1) statement number, and (2) the

number of surveys returned with each numerical response to that statement numbei.

Table 1. Number of Responses for Each Statement

S ll l SIl,,l41. DI i s.1, I S., lnw .l \etrltd .mewhal A L re Slron lv

3 5 5 I 7 7 1
I 8 3 3 5 7 2

3 4 5 5 2 12 1
4 4 2 2 q 44

5 5 7 4 5 4 4)
6 4 7 1 5 4 6 2
7 C) 2 1 4 8 1( 4
8 0 2 2 1 5 6 13
9 0) " 4 4 3 8 8 2
1( 3 5 I 7 3 3 7
11 2 2 2 6 3 I1 3
12 3 12 3 5 5) 5

Investigative Statements and Results

This section discusses each statement's response. inferences made frlom the

response.,,, comments made by prime t-ontrattoi personnel on the open-ended questions in

the survey, and summarizes the results as a measure of prime contractor IPT

characteristics. The open-ended survey questions are:

13. What were your expectations of IPTs during their establishment (pros/cons)'?

14. What are your biggest issues/concerns with IPTs?

15. What benefits do you see that are related to IPT'?

16. What would you change in the current [PT structure to improve it*?

The "mean response" is the weighted mean hased on the numblel Of ,,urVey, rertt ned to

the I through 7 response scale.
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Statement 1.

I RECEIVED ADEQUATE TRAINING ON HOW THE IPT CONCEPT WORKS.

Mean Response: 4.00( (Neutral)

STATEMENT 1 SD
8 "

6 -- ISWD

2ELI~i,, fSWA

cry)

L ikert Scale USA

This statement was designed to determine the adequacy of IPT training at the

prime contractor. Training has been identified as one of the keys to successful IPT

implementation. With 52% of the responses agreeing with this statement, and 4517( of the

responses disagreeing with this statement, it appears that some individuals on IPTs have

received adequate tiuining while otheis have not. The significant disagreement on this

statement would point toward a definite problem with training. This could be the result of

new members coining on the team or busy work schedules that do not allow time for

training. However, this cannot be determined because when the respondents were asked

to give their input for changes to improve their IPT, training was not mentioned by any of

the subjects. The response overall indicated that initial training may not be sufficient, that
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there may not be an established on-going training program. and that possibly the indi, idual

team is responsible for obtaining training for members.

Statement 2.

COMMUNICATION IS BETTER UNDER THE IPT STRUCTURE.

Mean Response: 4.10 (Closest to Neutral)

STATEMENT 2 *SD
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This statement was designed to determine if communications had improved under

the IPT concept. Communication is another critical component of successful IPTs.

Response to this statement was 48% positive and 41 % negative. The nature of the

responses suggests that possibly sone IPTs are fragmented and that some groups within

IPTs communicate more effectively than others. There is also a concern regarding a lack

of communication between IPTs and with other contractors and the F-22 SPO. Those

contractor personnel that responded positively made no additional comments about the

statement. One of the negative respondents had expectations "that IPTs weuld fostei

cross-team communication". This respondent did not believe that this had occLuhed.

Another respondent expected improved lommunication between the Air Force and all
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primary contractors but does not feel that communication has improved. Several other

respondents believe that communication within their cumpany only ou.urs from the

bottorn up and not from the top down. The responses indicate that many of the

respondents feel communication has improved with IPTs while almost as many disagree.

There have apparently been no clear lines of communications established withilm, and

possibly outside of the [PTs and company.

Statement 3.

THE USE OF IPT STRUCTURE HAS NOT EMPOWERED TEAMS AT THE

LOWEST LEVEL TO MAKE DECISIONS.

Mean Response: 4.55 (Closest to Somewhat Agree)

STATEMENT 3 NSD
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This was the first of the negatively phrased statements designed to detem mine it

IPT teams at this prime contractor have been empoweied to make decisions. There were

52% of the respondents that believe theii teams were not empowered to make decisions.

A fair amount (17') hal no opinion (neutral). The large pci entage of positive .esponses
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(not empowered) leads the researcher to believe that decisions are made at higher levels

and are not an integral part of the IPT protess. A response from one individual inluded.

"We have lost sight of the requirement for key decision schedules and i-ontinually rework

decisions that should have already been made. This undercuts the entire concept of

empowerment of IPTs since their efforts are over-ruled from above when decisions are

overturned or reworked."

Some of the confusion over empowerment was illustrated by a respondent when

the individual stated, "With IPT, its often hard to figure out who can or cannot make a

decision. The too frequent result is no decision at all, or a bad compromise." These

staternents seem to show that there is confusion over where the decision-making authority

lies. Although there was a significant number of people who felt they were empowered,

none made any comments on the issue. Confusion over empowerment may indicate that

all involved people have not fully embraced the IPT concept.



Statement 4.

THE [PT PROCESS IS NOT WORKING AS WELL AS IT SHOULD.

Mean Response: 5.41 (Closest to Somewhat Agree)

STATEMENT 4 HSD
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This was a negatively phrased statement designed to determine how prime

contractor personnel felt about the success of the IPT proess at theii site. This statement

produced very strong positive responses (lPTs not working as well as they should. 79'/)

as well as a fair amount of negative responses (141). There appears to be a common

complaint in many of the responses that the traditional functional area.,, are impeding the

IPT's ability to accomplish its tasks. An example of this complaint is contained in one

respondents statement that, "There remains a strong functional organization that causes

conflicts and gray areas of responsibility." Another respondent similarly said, "IPT

leaders report to both functional and program management, both of which often provide

conflicting directions. This i.,, why IPT i.s not better than before." These statements, as



well as others, lead to the inference that funttional managers have not fully embrated their

roles as advisors but are instead attempting to influente or make decisions at the IPT le-,el.

Statement 5.

THE IPT STRUCTURE IS SET UP IN THE BEST POSSIBLE WAY.

Mean Response: 3.28 (Closest to Somewhat Disagree)

STATEMENT 5 iSSD
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This statement was designed to determine it IPTs at this prime contractor were

structured in the best way to achieve company goals. The responses to this statement

were 55% negative, 28% positive, and 17% neutral. Many of the respondents did not

believe that their company's IPTs were structured properly. The company seems to have

established teams that are unnecessary. Several respondents support this statement. One

respondent said that there was a "failure to integrate specialty funtti1on. (ProducLibility.

Reliability and Maintainability, etc.) within prodUct teams." Many of these non-pi)dcttt, t

areas seem to have established their own IPT.s. This is supported by a reSpondent who
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suggested that, "Some functions don't need to be identified individually as [PTs (example:

integrity, reliability) but functional members on product teams." Another respondent

reiterated this belief when he suggested his company "Remove all IPTs that do not

procure a product and incorporate them into actual Product team.s." The genei al teelin2

among respondents seems to be that there are too many teams and that they should be

integrated to enhance the process rather than creating impediments. The implicatiOn of

this is that members are being placed on specialized teams but that these individuals, ould

better.utilize their expertise on product related teams. This could .ignifiantly speed up

the decision- making process and avoid bad decisions made without a complete

understanding of the effects of the decision on other areas.

Statement 6.

MANAGEMENT OF THE F-22 PROGRAM IS BETTER DUE TO IPTs.

Mean Response: 3.S3 (Closest-to Neutral)

STATEMENT 6 SD
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This statement was designed to determine how the IPT structure at the prime

contrat~tor has affeLted tile quality of management. The positi\ e and negative responses to

this statement were the same at 41%. Those that agreed with this statement made no

additional comments. Those tespondents that diSagreed ,a ith Ihis ,,t1ement had .Olmlments

such as, "Improve the management structure so that technical and administrative

management is more easily understood." Another comment was, "As currently

implemented, management has doubled (functional and IPT still exist together)." These

comments lead the researher to believe that the management su utture appears LonfuLsin"

and cumbersome to some of the respondents. Again, it seems that the functional

managers need a better understanding of their roles as advisors. This could be another

indication of the training problem that exists in this company. Better training would clarify

the roles and responsibilities of individuals at all levels.
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Statement 7.

MANAGEMENT OF THE F-22 PROGRAM IS BETTER DUE TO

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES SUCH AS VTC (VIDEO TELECONFERENCING),

BETTER COMPUTERS. ETC.

Mean Response: 5.21 (Closest to Somewhat Agree)
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This statement was designed to determine if technological advance.,, Such as VTC

and better computers have improved management of the F-22 program. This statement

produced a largely positive response (76%), with only I I,11 disagreement. Respondent,,

seem to believe that technology has enhanced management of the program through better

coordination and communication capabilities. One respondent stated that there were,

"good Electronic Mail links with the SPO." Another suggested that technological

advances created "closer coordination with the SPO." Those that disagreed had no

specific comments on the statement. These technological advances would he available

whether utilizing IPT.s or the traditional organizational structure. The response to this

statement could indicate that management of the F-22 program has improved as a result of
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technological advances rather than better management clue to I PT concept

implementation.

Statement 8.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE [PTs SHOULD BE THE SAME AT ALL OF THE F-22

COMPANIES.

Mean Response: 5.72 (Closest to Agree)

STATEMENT 8 SD
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This statement was designed to determine if respondents believed that uniformity

of IPTs was important to the F-22 program. The strong positive response to this

statement (83%) indicates that most respondents believe that the IPT structure shouid be

the same for all F-22 organizations. When this does not occur, it apparently causes

problems .,uh as the problem stated by one respondent who was Unhappy because a Tiei

III manager in his company "arbitrarily reo ganized IPT .structure Lonu ary to other team,s.

sites and logic and it foments frustration." It also appears that different IPT structures
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would create difficulties with communication and coordination between teams and

organizations because there would be no ob,ious .ountel part. There were some who

disagreed that team structures should be the same ( 14%). One respondent stated that

team structure "needs to -onsider the diffei ences in lotal managiement ortanizational

structure." It would seem that this individual may not have abandoned the traditional

hierarchical management structure.

Statement 9.

MY IPT LEAD MAKES DECISIONS BASED ON TEAM DISCUSSIONS AND

CONSENSUS.

Mean Response: 4.28 (Closest to Neutral)

STATEMENT 9 ESD
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This statement was designed to determine the IPT leader's decision making style.

The response to this statement was positive (6617; ) for the most part. The majority of the

respondent,, felt that their IPT leader valued theh opinions when making dediSions. It

appears that IfPTs generally have good L0olmunication and teamwoi k between the leadei

and members. However, there was significant disagreement on this statement (2814). One
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respondent stated, "I think he makes decisions based on his own irrational, nonsensical

beliefs alone." Anothei respondent believes that his "IPT leader is engineering oriented -

communicates more and is more partial to engineering functions." While these responses

may be somewhat emotional. it appear" that in some cases, the I PT leader is not

communicating the rationale behind his decisions to all IPT members. Some decision,,

may be appropriate based upon the ciIlumstances, but if team members are not told why

their iIput, were not included, they could perceive the team leader as shutting them out of

the decision-making process. One of the maJor tenets of effective IPT,, is consensus

decision making. Ix this does not occu. the effectiveness of the IPT will suffer. Training

of IPT leaders can greatly enhance their ability to 1,ommunicate decisions to team member,

as well as higher levels of management.
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Statement 10.

BECAUSE OF IPTs I HAVE A BETTER SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE THAN ON PAST

PROGRAMS.

Mean Response: 4.34 (Closest to Neutral)

STATEMENT 10 ESD
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This statement was designed to determine if [PT members were getting a full

systems perspective due to their involvement in their IPT. The response to this statement

was slightly positive (45%, with significant disagreement (3117%) and 2417( neutral. Those

respondents that gave positive responses were generally strongiy in agrecment. One

individual stated, "Product teams provide an opportunity to work on and understand an

entire system not.just a portion of it." In this case it seems that the IPT leader and his

superiors were making the effort to insure team members knew how they fit into the total

scheme of the product. Another individual felt that one of the problems with IPTs was

"non-ownership of big picture point of view." This may indicate that some IPT leaders

either were not propei ly trained or do not accept the "total system pei speLtive" element of
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the IPT concept. This could cause IPT menbers and leaders to continue the ftlnLtional

"tunnel vision" approach to product development.

Statement II.

I ENJOY WORKING ON IPTs MORE THAN IN PREVIOUS ORGANIZATIONAL

STRUCTURES.

Mean Response: 4.76 (Closest to Somewhat Agree)
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This statement was designed to determine if job satisfaction has improved as a

result of IPT participation. The responses to this statement were 59% positive, 21 %

negative, and 21% neutral. Those individuals who feel productive and believe their [PT is

working well, would naturally enjoy their [PT more than the previous organizational

structure. Those individuals who disagree with IPTs as they are currently structured ,rd

operate within theii organization, would most likely prefer the previous organizational

structure with which they were familiar and comfortable. There is also a large percentage
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of neutral respondents who seem to feel that neither structure, IPT or hierarchical, is

satisfying to them. As one respondent stated, "to IPT or not to IPT - doesn't really

influence my enjoyment. I'd probably be dissatisfied either way."

Statement 12.

I DO NOT BELIEVE THAT IPTs WILL LEAD TO A BETTER EN"' PRODUCT.

Mean Response: 3.21 (Closest to Somewhat Disagree)
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This is the last negatively phrased statement and was designed to determine it the

prime contractor personnel believe that IPTs generate an improved product. The positive

responses were in the minority at 21%, while the majority of the responses were negative

(62%). The majority of respondents believe that IPTs do lead to a better end product.

Some responses in support of this are, "I strongly feel that the IPT process is the way to

develop an item", and a comment by an individual that IPTs produce a "higher quality

product due to intreased functional participation and ownership." It would .seem that

those individuals that have embraced the IPT 1.onL.ept believe that IPT.,, are a better way to

produce their product.
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Summary

This F-22 prime contractor is having difficulty fully implementing tile IPT proce.

There seems to be resistance to the IPT concept. The contractor, although structured

similar to the F-22 SPO. is utilizingz teams that are not direct producers of a protdu.t and

has not clearly defined the roles of the funttional directorates. Communication could be

improved within and among IPTs as well as outside of the ompany. Most IPT members

agree that technological advances, such as video teleconferencing and improved

computers, have aided management of the proglm but IPT members are split on whether

management itself has improved sinte implementing IPT.,,. The initial training provided for

[PT implementation appears to be adequate. :ieer initial training could be improved

and there does not appear to be an on-going training program. The majority of IPT

members do not believe they are empowered to make decisions. There seems to be a

problem with top-down communication to let IPT members know why decisions are o-ver-

turned or changed. Generally, [PT members seem to believe that if the above mentioned

concerns are addressed, the company's [PT process would work well.

From the results of the analysis. the main areas for emphasis at this prime

contractor should be to ensure proper composition of teams and impi o,,e ommunitatin

within and among teams. Improved training would significantly enhance IPT

implementation. IPT leaders and management should respect team decision and use the

expertise team members possess.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Introduction

The manner in which Department of Defense guidelines a, i policies are

implemented for acquisition programs is changing. The declining defense budget and

increased scrutiny of government .Spending has thanged the DODs way of developing amid

acquiring new weapons systems.

The stiucture of organizations responsible for acquiring ne,, systems is Lhanging

to emphasize mninimizing cos,,t. impro , ing scheduling, improving performance. and

impro\ ing produLt ,,,L ttLghout the product's life cycle. To maximize the impact of

these changes, DOD major acquisition aigencies are abandoning the traditional functional

approach for a product team approach.

Based on previous studies and discussions, it appears that the F-22 SPO has

successfully implementc- the IPT structure. Within .DOD, the F-22 program was the first

selected to prototype the product team style of management. Because of the required

close coordination between the F-22 SPO and the, prime contractors during acquisition of

the weapon system, the prime contractor IPTs were good candidate.,, for analysis of the

effective implementation of the IPT concept.

Findings

The survey findings indicate that there are significant problems with the way this F-

22 prime contractor has implemented the IPT concept. While most respondents agree that

IPTs, if properly formed and empowered, produce a better product. over three fourth., of

the personnel at this prime contractor site believe that the IPT process is not working as it

should in this company. Many of the respondents believe that the problem is caused by

the traditional functional areas refusing to accept the IFT philosophy. Another problem
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with IPTs in this company is caused by the perception that there is no respect for lower

tier decisions. Many IPT members complained about decisions being over-turned oi re-

worked or their inputs being ignored.

Nearly one half of the respondents indicated that there are communication

problems within and between company IPTs, as well as with F-22 organizations outside of

their compan). Vlany also believe that there is little or no top-down information flow

within the company. Respondents feel this isolates team members from a total system

perspective. These communication problems restrict the flow of infoi mation on key

issues, affecting the decision-making process throughout the program.

.-.,thiet pi oblem identified by the majority of respondents was inadequate training.

This can seriously degrade an IPTs ability to achieve its established goals. Over one third

of the respondents do not believe that program management has improved as a result of

IPTs. In addition, almost one third do not believe their IPT leaders make decisions based

on team discussion and consensus. There may be reasons why a team leader makes

independent decisions, but these reasons should be made known to team members. Again.

nearly one third of the respondents do not believe their systems perspettive has improved

over past programs. This indicates a management and communication problem.

Implications

Overall, it appears that this prime contractor is having significant difficulty enabling

the necessary cultural change to implement the IPT concept. The company, although

organized similar to the F-22 SPO organization, has not clearly defined the roles of the

functional areas and the IPTs. It is possible that many of the problems identified ae the

result of faulty perceptions by -,ompany IPT members. But whethel leleived 01 leal. the

problems exist in the minds of the IPF members surveyed and must be addressed.
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The product team organizational structure does not appear to have improved the

ability of this company's personnel to contribute to the success of the F-22 program and

their specific end product. Although the majority of respondents agree that IPTs lead to a

better end product, responses to other statements in the survey indicate they do not

believe IPTs are working in their company.

The company is having a problem defining and separating the responsibilities of the

functional areas and the IPTs. This has led to a "too many'bosses" feeling of survey

respondents and conflitts caused by territorial disputes. mpr)l-ovted .ommunicationl and

training would help alleviate this problem.

IPT training is a major problem with 48% of the respondents believing they are

inadequately trained. An improved initial training program and anl on-going training

program would help solve many of the problems identified in other area,, of IPT

implementation.

Although 48% of the respondents feel that communication has improved since

instituting IPTs, 41% disagree. This response pattern would indicate a definite need to

improve communications at this prime contractor. Top-down .ommunic.ation. intra,-tedm

,ommunication, and inter-team Lommnti.attion 1, ele all identified aS prollem. ,tnd1 should

be addressed by management.

A significant number of respondents (41%) do not believe their IPT structure is set

up in the best possible way. The company employs IPTs made up entirely of non-product

producing functions (Reliability & Maintainability, Producibility). These individual.,,

should be disbursed into the product related IPTs where their expertise .ould be used to

resolve issues before they become problems.

Over one fourth of the respondents felt that IPT leaders in their company did not

involve them in detision making. This management style by team leades may negati,ely

influence tearn commitment and ultimately undermine the team tconcept. This problem
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goes along with the perception that decisions are over-ruled from above. This could

ultimately destroy the whole IPT concept within the company.

Recommendations

Results of this research indicate that the prime contractor has significant problems

with IPT implementation. Recommendations for improvements will focus on company

management, functional area management, team leadership, training, and -,ommunication

flow. Table 2 lists specific recommended actions for the contractor.

Table 2. Summary of Recommendations

I. Establish commitment to product teams.
2. Clearly define responsibilities for functional managers and IPTs.
3. Establish a two way information flow.
4. Stop IPT leaders from reporting directly to functional managers.
5. Establish consensus decision-making process.
6. Improve initial IPT training.
7. Establish on-going IPT training program.
8. Establish formal communication paths.

Company management has not firmly established its commitment to product teams.

Company management should clearly define the r,;sponsibilities of functional area

managers and IPTs. They should also develop a means to flow pertinent information to

the lowest levels to instill a whole system perspective in their IPTs. These areas can be

improved by establishing clear lines of communication and developing a iomprehensive

training program.

The second area of concern is functional area management. Functional area

managers should be acting in a capacity as advisors and supporting agenties to Upper

management. Attempting to influence or make decisions for IPTs may produce onflicts

and could be counterproduttive to achieving company goals. IPT leaders should not be
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reporting directly to functional area managers as well as product managers. This leads to

conflicting directions and frustration for team leaders and team members.

The third area of concern involves team leadership. The biggest problem seems to

t-e 01Lnumuniation which is one of the essential .kills of a team leader identified in Chaptei

11. A significant number of team members believe that decisions are being made by team

leaders without their input, or that upper levels of management ignore or arbitrarily

change their decisions. This belief by team members can undermine team integrity. Team

leaders should communicate to the team on the progress of critical issues, explain the

management rationale behind reversed decisions, and work very hard to keep team

integrity intact. Specific training should be provided to teach the skills nece.Sary to be an

effective team leader. There are many writings on team building that can assist team

leaders.

The fourth area of concern is inadequate training. Improved training would help

solve some of the other problems areas identified by IPT members. The roles and

responsibilities of functional area managers and IPTs could be clearly defined through

comprehensive training. Communication paths could be explained during training so team

members would know what is available and how to use it. Team building. Total Quality

Management, and team leader training should be covered during initial training and

reinforced throughout an on-going training program. Comprehensive training is a

cornerstone of successful IPT implernentation.

The last concern is communication flow. Communication paths must be formally

established. Each team member Mil be most effective when communication flow is

frequent and effective. This can be accomplished through video and telephone

teleconferen.ing. omputer comLmumlicationS Systems. and fa-e-to-fac. commnUlications.

Specific.ally, each team member should understand the 1ommunication flow from the top
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down and the bottom up, as well as between and among IPTs. Again, a training program

could help team members understand the company's communications flow.

Other DOD and contractor programs could be encountering similar problems to

those identified in this study and may be able to avoid some of the problems ent.ountered

by this prime contractor. For this reason, the researcher recommends this survey be

provided to emerging product teams or product teams that are experiencing difficulty with

[PT implementation. This would allow, in some cases, early identification and possible

simpler remedies for the types of problems this prime contractor has experienced.

Follow-On Research

There are several opportunities for follow-on research including case studies of

other F-22 prime contractors and other acquisition programs employing the IPT concept.

Many organizational issues would be the same as presented here regardless of the size of

the program. The researcher believes that any product team could benefit from this study.

By studying this research. product teams can determine what improvements can be made

within their IPT or organization as well as avoiding potential problem area, by addressing

them early in the implementation process.

Conclusion/Summary

There are significant problems with the way the prime .ontractor has implemented

IPTs. Refusal to accept the cultural change that accompanies successful IPT

implementation is a root cause for many of the problems experienced by this Lompany.

Problems assoiated with training and .ommunc.ation have seriously degraded the ,bility

of product teams to effectively perform their assigned tasks.

Management emphasis to enable the necessary cultural change will significantly

improve IPT effectiveness within their company. Improved training and communication



will also solve many of the problems enIcoun[tered by this prime contractor while

imrplementing IPTs.
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Appendix A

I I May 94

MEMORANDUM FOR: (contractor name removed for confidentiality)

SUBJECT: Survey on Integrated Product Teanis (IPTs)

The attached survey seeks your opinions and experiences with tile current F-22
IPT structure and operation. Your response and the results will help me complete a
research paper on Integrated Product Development. Although your input is strictly
voluntary and anonymous, it is an opportunity to express your concerns and ideas for
future programs that will utilize the IPT structure. Your opinions and experiences are
important and I thank you in advance for your inme and comments.

//signed//
David E. Freeman, Capt, USAF
F-22 System Program Office
EPS/H&I IPT
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INTEGRATED PRODUCT TEAM SURVEY

PURPOSE: The purpose of this survey is to identify strength. and weaknesses in the
current IPT structure. It is an anonymous survey and will provide stati.stical data and
opinionm that will enable me to complete a thesis.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Please answer every item.

2. Answer all items according to your initial reaction and circle the mo.st appropriate
answer.

3. Some items ask for your opinion. There are no right or wrong opinion.,,. I want to
know how you view your IPT.

4. Do not put your name on the survey.

5. This survey should take only 15-20 minutes.

6. Once you have completed the survey, return it to (Names removed for confidentiality).

7. Please try to complete the survey by 2(0 May 94 or sooner. Your expedience will be
appreciated.



Present Job Title: _________________________

Years of Experience onl aircraft programs:

I. 1 received adequate training or, how thle IPT concept works.

.sTR( N( ;LY [DISAG~REEI Sr )NIE\V A' NEITIJ S NIEWH'A, I ( RELE STIRO NG LY
1)ISAOREE l)ISAUTRE A(;RE AGREE

2. Communication is better under the [PT structure.

STRONGLY I)ISAGREE SOMEWIIAT NT-I TR AL SOMEWHAT AGMR STROINGLY
fOl5A( REE DISA( RFE A( ;R F 1VRF

3. The use of [PT structure has not empowered teamns at the lowest level to make
decisions.

STRONGLY DISAGREE SOMEWI ATr ET4mRmAL SOMEWHAT A(;EE STRONGLY
DISA(;REE D)ISAG;REE A(;REE A(GRF-

4. The IPT process is not working as well as it should.

STR( N( Y DISAG REE SOM~EWHAT NBI TTRAI. S( MRWH,r A( ;EE STRo N ;[,Y

DISA( IEE )INA(MC AGREE AM;R N;IEE

5. The (contractor namne removed for confidentiality) [PT structure is set uip in the best
possible way.

STRONGLY DISAGREE SOMEWHAT NEI TRAL SOMEWHAT AGREE STRONGLY
[)ISA(;REE DISAGREE AG;REE AGRE

6. Management of the F-22 programn is better clue to IPTs.

STR(WL )\Diy IISA( ;ETi MCWIAT NEI I'TAI. S( MIMlAT A( REE.Il STR( )N( ;L
I)ISA(;RIAI; IISA(;REE1 AGREE A(iRE-Ij"



7. Management of the F-22 program is better due to technological advance,,
such as the VTC, better computers, etc.

STR()N(LY DISA( REE SO MEWIIAT NEt ITRAL SO)MEWHAT A(REE STRO )N( ILY
I)ISAG REE DISA( GREE AC ;REE A\( ;RF

8. The structure of the IPTs should be the same at all of the F-22 companies.

STRONGLY DISAGREE SOMEWHAT NEIUTRAL SOMEWHAT AGREE, STRONC;LY
DISAGREE DISAGREE A(;REE A(;REE

9. My [PT lead makes decisions based on team discussions and consen-us.

STR NG ;LY DISA( REE SO MEWHAT NEI RAL S( IMEWI IAT AC GREE S'TR( )N( ;LY
DISAGREE DISA(REE AR;EE AGREE

10. Because of PTs, I have a better systems perspective than on past programs.

STRON(LY DISAGREE SOMEWHA'" NETRAL SOMEWHAT AlREE, STRONGLY
DISA ;REE DISA( ;REE AG REE A GREE

1i. I enjoy working on IPTs more than in previous organizational structures.

STRONGLY DISAGREE SOMEWHAT NEI ITRAL SOMEWHAT AC;REE STRONGLY
I)ISAGREE DISAGREE A(;REE AGREE

12. 1 do not believe that IPTs will lead to a better end product.

STRONGLY DISAGREE SOMEWHA'U NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT A(GREE STRONLY
I)ISAG;REE I)ISAGREE AGiREE A(GREE

r.



13. What were your expectations of IPTs during their establishment (pros/cons)'?

14. What are your biggest issues/concerns with IPTs'?

15. What benefits do you see that are related to IPTs?

16. What would you change in the current IPT structure to improve it'?
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